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Abstract
The topics of this thesis are properties that 
distinguish between the 2 isomorphism—classes
(called types) of non-principal ultrafilters on /OJ.
In particular we investigate various orders on 
ultrafilters.
The Rudin-Frolik order is a topologically invariant 
order on typjes; it had been shewn that there are 
types with 2^^ predecessors in this order, and that, 
assuming the C,H,, for every n e w  there are types
with n predecessors. V/e shew that, assuming the 
C.H., there is a type with predecessors.
The next two main results can be phrased in terms 
of the minimal, elements of these orders. Both assume 
the C.H. We find an ultrafilter that is a p-point 
(minimal in M.E.Rudin's "essentially greater than" 
order) that is not above any Ramsey ultrafilter 
(minimal in the Rudin-Keisler order). We also find 
an ultrafilter minimal in Blass' "initial segment"
order that is not a p-point. These ultrafilters 
generate ultrapowers with interesting model-theoretic 
properties.
We then investigate the classification of ultra­
filters when the C.H. is no longer assumed. We ' find
various properties of ultrafilters, sometimes by 
assuming some substitute for the C.H. such as
(3)
Martin's Axiom, and sometimes without assuming any 
additional axiom of set-theory at all. Finally we 
relate the structure of ultrapowers to the existence 
of special sorts of ultrafilters.
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1 *1 This thesis is about the properties of non- 
-principal ultrafilters over N, the set of natural 
numbers. It is known that there are 2 different
isomorphism-types of such ultrafilters, and an 
obvious and important problem is to find properties 
that distinguish between them.
If one assumes the Continuum Hypothesis the 
method of induction up to is a very powerful
tool for constructing ultrafilters with distinguishing 
properties, and so the classification of ultrafilters 
is fairly straightforward. In Chapters 3 and 4 we 
give an account of the model-theoretic and topolog­
ical properties of ultrafilters under the assumption 
of the Continuum Hypothesis.
Without it, the situation is much more difficult. 
The most natural approach is to try and classify 
ultrafilter types without using any special axiom, 
apart from the usual axioms of set—theory and the 
Axiom of Choice, In Chapter 5 we define a certain 
property and prove from the Axioms Z.F.C. alone that 
some but .not all ultrafilter-types possess this 
property, but the property is not a particularly 
natural one, and cannot be used for any interesting 
classification of ultrafilter types. We also present 
acune theorems obtained by using some substitute for 
the Continuum Hypothesis.
(6>
1 • 2 Contents
Chapter 2 is mostly introduction; it consists of 
the set-theoretic terminology in which this thesis 
is phrased, the definitions of ultrafilters and their 
topology in /3N and of ultraproducts. A few basic 
Lemmas are proved. Various special sorts of ultra­
filters are defined, several examples of non-principal 
filters are given and results are stated on how 
they relate to the special sorts of ultrafilters.
Chapter 3 discusses the topology of /5N. The 
customary classification of points in y9N is by their 
position with respect to a certain order, called the 
Rudin-Frolik order. It had been proved that there 
are ultrafilters with 2 ^ predecessors in this order, 
and, assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, for every 
n £ (jj there are ultrafilters with n predecessors.
We extend this classification by constructing,
(again assuming the C.H. ) an ultrafilter with prec­
isely predecessors.
In Chapter 4 we turn to the model-theory of 
ultrapowers. Puritz* [11] convenient notation is used. 
He defines the Skies and Constellations of an 
ultrafilter p so that (heuristically) if f,g e ,
and for no n e co does f ^ [ n ] e p  or g ^[n] e p.
(7)
they are in the same constellation of p if they 
define the same partition of the integers, modulo 
a set in p, and they are in the same sky of p 
if in the ultrapower of oj with respect to p they 
are in elements of roughly the same magnitude.
The sky and constellation configuration of an 
ultrafilter p gives a very good picture of the 
model-theoretic structure of the ultrapower of oj with 
respect to p (in terms of initial segments, cofinal 
extensions and the like). Also, the particular sorts 
of ultrafilter defined in Chapter 2 have special 
sky and constellation sets. The two main results of 
the chapter can he phrased as;-
1) An ultrafilter can have one sky hut no bottom 
constellation. (This answers a question of A.R.D.Mathias)
2) There is an ultrafilter with more than one
sky but whose ultrapower of oj has no initial
segments that are ultrapowers.
So far in the literature four orderings have been 
introduced. 2) gives an example *f an ultrafilter
that is minimal in two of these orderings (the 
Rudin-Frolik ordering mentioned above and n.Blass' 
"initial-[.v.,gm: nt" ordering but not in a third 
(M.h.Rudin's "essentially-greater-than" ordering)* At the 
end of the chapter we discuss the possibility of
finding other classifications of ultrafilters. The 
simplest case is to find two Ramsey ultrafilters
(8)
which do not have the same properties. The only
way I have been able to find such a distinction 
is by assuming some additional axion such as 
V = L or Martin's Axiom + >/^i * In fact, I doubt
whether any such classification is possible in 
general, and this conjecture is extended to all
ultrafilters on a>.
Chapter consists of a very incomplete exposition 
of the properties of ultrafilters v/hen the C.H.
is no longer assumed. As mentioned above, a property 
is found which is shared by some but not all 
ultrafilters on co. Then we proceed to a discussion 
of the possible order -type of co^ /p, and some results 
are proved relating the possible order-types to other 
properties of ultrafilters. The gaps in this account 
are stated at the end of the chapter.
1 " 5 The main original parts of this thesis are 
sections 3’3, 4'3, 4*4, 4*5 and Chapter 5* As for
the other theorems, some are due to other authors,
and some are basic lemmas that have been proved
by many people who have worked in this field. I 
have given a proof of someone else's theorem when
its brevity and importance for the later development 
seemed to justify it. When there was doubt as to 
who first proved a basic lemma I have not tried 
to credit it to anybody.
In this thesis only ultrafilters over oj and 
ultrapowers of the natural numbers have been consid­
ered; generalization of the theory to higher cardinals
(9)
and different structures is possible, but as the
methods of proof and the flavour of the results
are the same I did not feel that the extra gener­
ality justified the loss of clarity and precision 
it would entail.
Many of the proofs here are extremely complicated;
it is unfortunate that the theory of ultrafilters 
often ^tilisus very involved combinatorics. Frequently 
it seems likely that a neat positive theorem will
be true,but on further examination a very complicated 
counterexample can be found. The blame lies between
me, for not finding the right theorems to prove, 
and a Providence which does not always arrange that 
the Truth is Beautiful.
Finally, my thanks are due to the S.R.C. for
three years financial support, and to the staff of 
Bedford College, especially my supervisor, Mr J.C.
Fernau, for their help and encouragement.
Chapter 2 Notation and Some Basic Lemmas.
2 * 1 We work in Z.P. Set-Theory with the Axiom of
Choice. When v/e assume further axioms (which will, 
frequently happen) we will state them. Our notation 
is fairly standard. The following is a guide, which
we will keep to as far as possible, for which
symbols (with or without subscripts, superscripts etc)
will be used for which entities;-
m,n,i etc for natural mumbers.
a,/3,y etc for ordinals.
/c, X etc for cardinals,
a,b,c etc for sets of natural numbers.
p,q,r etc for ultrafilters.
P,G,H etc for filters.
f,g,h etc for functions.
0 is the empty set, N or cu the set of all
natural numbers, the set of all countable ordinals.
If A is a set, | A | is its cardinality, 8^(A) is
the set of all finite subsets of A, P(a ) is the
power set of A, the set of all subsets of A.
If A c I, Cj(a ) is the complement of A, i.e.
Cj(a ) = jx e I; X  ^a S. The subscript will be omitted
when no confusion can arise. For A and B sets,
A AE or B is the set of all maps from A to B.
If f is a function, dom(f) is its domain and ran(f)
is its range. If a c dom(f), f[a] = {f(x): x € aj and
if a c ran(f), f”^[a] = [x: f(x) € aj. If a c dom(f),
the function obtained by restricting f to a is
(11)
written f]a. The function f e such that f(n) = n
for all n is called id.
2'2
Now let I be a set.
Def 2«21 for F c P(l) we say P is a Filter if the 
following conditions hold;
1) a,b e F implies a n b e F.
2) a E F, a c b Ç I imply b g F.
Def 2*22 We say a filter F is proper if 0  ^ F.
Henceforth all filters are assumed to be proper.
Def 2*23 Vfe say a filter p. .over I is an ultrafilter
if it is maximal. Equivalently, p is ..n ultrafilter 
iff for all a c I, either a g p or Cj(a) g p.
Def 2'24. A filter F is principal if flF G F. 
Equivalently, F is principal if for some b g F,
F = !a c I: b c a}. In particular, an ultrafilter p 
over I is principal if for some x g I,
p = [a c I: X G aj. If a filter is not principal it
is called non-principal, or free.
Def 2*25 The dual to a filter is called an Ideal. 
For F a filter, the corresponding ideal is
Q = [a; Cj(a) g Pj. Much of the literature speaks in 
terms of ideals rather than filters.
Def 2*26 We say A c P(l) has the finite intersection
(12)
property (henceforth abbreviated to f.i.p.) if A is 
contained in a proper filter.
Def 2‘27 If A has the f.i.p. the least proper 
filter containing A (this always exists) is said to 
he generated by A.
Then, assuming the Axiom of Choice, (or the
strictly weaker hypothesis, the Boolean Prime Ideal 
Theorem), any set with the f.i.p. can be extended 
to an ultrafilter. In particular, let Pr = la ^ - a
is finite]. Pr can be extended to an ultrafilter,
2^0 P .
in fact to 2 ultrafilters. See [i] for details,
a a. flPr = these ultrafilters are all non-principal, 
and all non-principal ultrafilters on oj contain Pr.
Our attention in this thesis will be confined to
these, the non-principal., ultrafilters on J^, henceforth 
abbreviated to f.u.f.
Ultrafilters on o j can be regarded as the points
V
of the Stone-Cech Compactification of the Integers.
/3N. See [?] for details. N is embedded in y3N by
the natural, map ip- which takes n e N to the principal 
ultrafilter generated by jnj. VJhen discussing /5N
we will identify n e w  with its image under if
no confusion can arise.
/3N has the topology generated by sets of the 
form W(a) = [q € /3N: a e qj, for each a c N. These 
are clopen sets, ( W(C^(a) = /3N - W(a)) and the
singleton j^(n)j is an open set, for each n e K.
l^(n)l =^W([nj). /3N is compact, ( this is equivalent
(13)
to the statement that every filter can he extended 
to an ultrafilter) and hence so is N* = /3N - N. In 
the restriction topology on N*, W(b) c W (a) iff 
b - a is finite, and W(a) = W(b) iff (a -b) ^ (b - a) 
Is finitei
2-4
Suppose that [OC j is an indexed family ofn H£(x)
structures with the same similarity type, which for
simplicity we will assume to consist of the single
binary relation R. The generalization to another
similarity type is straightforward. The domain of
each is written A^.
Def 2-41 n A is the Cartesian product of the --------- noct) n.
domains, i.e. it is the set of all functions f 
such that dom(f) = oo and f(n) e A^ for every n. Let
p be a f.u.f.
Def 2*42 For f,g e necJ^ n^  write f g iff
[n: f(n) = g(n)] e p. This is an equivalence relation.
Def 2*43 Write f~ for [g: g f}
Def 2*44 Define R~ by f R~ g~ iff
[n: f(n)Rg(n)l g p. It is easy to check that R~ is 
well - defined. (Not dependent on the choice of f g f , 
g € g~.)
Def 2*45 Define ^Gofn'^^ to be that structure whose 
domain is [f ; f g with the single
(14)
binary relation This structure is called the
ultraproduct of' ^ith respect to p.
The fundamental theorem of ultraproducts is as 
follows. (see [l] for a proof).
Theorem 2*46 (bos)
If 0(v^,..,,Vp) is a formula in the language 
of (we assume that they have the same
language), and the free variables of 0 are among 
Vi,...Vn, then
1= iff in: [= çi[f ^ (n),.. (n) ] j
is in p.
If p is a principal ultrafilter the ultraproduct 
is trivial. If p is generated by [n], then
is isomorphic to C^.
A special case of the ultraproduct construction 
occurs v/hen all the are the same.
Def 2*47 If CX^ = CÇ for all n, write neufn^^ 
CX/ f * This is called the ultrapower of Ct with 
respect to p. The special case of bos' theorem 
relevant to ultrapowers is;-
Theorem 2*48 If 9(vi,...Vn) is a formula in the 
language cf (3t with free variables among vi,.,,vn, 
then cf/p 1= [n; ( J  1= (n) ,. • fh (n) ] ]
is in p.
CÜ .
In particular, define an embedding e:CX^Ol/v by
(-15)
e(x) = f , where f (n) = x for ail n e w .X X
Then cr/p 1= çj[f~ ,...f~ ] iff ÿ[xi,...Xn]
i.e. the embedding e is elementary.
Def 2*49 If f € is of the form f^ for some
X  € dom(C7), we say f is standard. Otherwise we say
f is non-standard, or infinite.
If p> is an ultrafilter on cu, and f e o^j, write
f(p) = 1 a c oi: f~^[a] g p].
Then f(p) is an ultrafilter, and f(p) is principal 
iff f is constant on some set in p.
Theorem 2*51 ('M.Rudin, fl5l)
For p and q ultrafilters over co, p and q are 
isomorphic (that is » there is a bisection ip- from p 
to q which preserves inclusion) iff for some
permutation of the integers ir, 7t(p ) = g..
Def 2'52 If there is such a permutation tt, we
write p = q. This is obviously an equivalence relation,
and the equivalence classes are called type s.
Write p~ = [q; p 5 qj. p~ is the type of p.
Def 2*53 Write p~ q~ if for some f g ^ co, f(q) = p.
We shew that is a partial order. It is called
the Rudin-Keisler order.
Theorem 2*54 (Various)
If f(p) = p, then [n: f(n) = n] g p;' i.e., f id.
(16)
Proof Let 'b± = [n; f(n) = n], bg = f(n) < nj, and 
bg = }n; f(n) > n]. We shew that b^ e p.
If bg e p, let a^, = [m; n is the first number 
such that f^(m)  ^bg j. (Here f^ is the n ~  iterate
of f ) • ~ 1^2  ^P*
Precisely one of and ^2n+1 P"
nWlORn ' ^ ' P «yp2n+1  ^P'
this is impossible.
If bg £ p, again let c^  = Im: n is the first 
number such that f^(m) \ 1g}
Similarly, y^^   ^p. Let d = b " nWl^n ^
Let do = [n e d; n  ^ f[d]j
Let dn = |m € d: n is the least number s.t. m e f^[do]J
Then either ^y^d^^ or ^yodg^+l in p.
" P nWo^2n+1 "
This is impossible, so b^ is in p.
Corollary 2»55
is a partial order.
Proof, If p'" q~ p~, then f(p) = q and g(q) = p 
for some f,g € o^j. So fg(p) = p. fg is the identity
on some set a c p, and so g is one-to one on a.
fje can split a into two infinite halves b and b ',
and define g’- so that g' is a permutation and
n g b € p impliea that g(n) = g'(n). So q~ = p~.
Def 2*56 If p and q are ultrafilters on a), write
(17)
DXq = c (uxw: [m; [n: <m,n> g aj € p] e qj •
Then pxq is an ultrafilter over wxw, and if and
77-g denote the projections to the first and second
axes respectively,
7Tj_(pxq) = p, TTg (pxq) = q.
2-6
V/e now define some special sorts of ultrafilters, 
due to Choquet [4,5] and W.Rudin [15]-
Def 2*61 A non-principal filter q is .. p-point if
whenever in e oj> is a partition of oo such that
a^   ^ q for any n there is a g q so that
|a n an I < oj for all n.
Def 2»62 A non-principal filter q is rare if
whenever <Un: n G w> is a partition of oj into finite 
sets there is a g q so that
I a n an I =1 for all n.
Def 2*63 A non-principal filter is Ramsey if it is
both rare and a p-point,.
Remark 2*64 The following are equivalent:
1 ) q is a p-point.
2.) for every f g either f is constant on some
set in q, or else f is f inite-to - one on some set
in q.
3) if A is a countable subset of q, there is b
in q, |b - a I < cu for all a g A,
(18)
Remark 2*65 If q is a p-point, q is an ultrafilter. 
Proof. If b  ^ q, C^(b) is infinite, as q is
non-principal, so let <0^1 n € w> be a partition of 
C(b). Either a^, g q for some n, or else there is 
a € q, I a n a^  I < a» for all n and | a n b | < o)* As
q is non principal, in either case C(b) e q.
Remark 2*66 A rare filter is not necessarily an
ultrafilter. One can construct, for example, assuming
the C.H., a rare filter q such that every a e q 
contains infinitely many even numbers and infinitely 
' ma ny odd numb er s.
Remark. 2*67 A filter q is rare iff it is non­
principal and whenever f is a f inite-to-one function
in c^xj there is a e q such that f|a is one-to-one.
Remark 2*68 An ultrafilter q is Ramsey iff whenever 
<an : n g oj> is a partition of oj, either an € q for
some n  or else there is a g q, |a n an| = 1 for
all n. Equivalently, for every f g there is
a G q so that f|a is either constant or one-to-one.
Now the existence theorem.
Theorem 2»69 (Choquet) The C.H. implies
1) There are Ramsey ultrafilters.
2) There are rare ultrafilters that are not p-points,
3) There are p-points that are not rare.




Examples of 2), 3) and 4) will be given 
later. We give a construction of 1),
^numerate (C.H. ) o^j as <fgUu < cü^ > .
For each a < a;^ we will add a set d^ so that 
fg|d.g is either constant or one-to-one. Each d^ is 
infinite, and a > (B implies that |d^ - d^| < oj, so 
the collection (d : a < oo^ ] generates a proper filter.
Add in Fr = [a; oj - a is finite j 
Stage 0 Assume fg = id, and let d^  = w.
Stage a V/e have added /3 < a], a is countable
so the filter constructed so far is generated by 
countably many sets. Let them be [on* n e u)j.
Construct d e w  as follows;- 
Let ni e 6i.
Let ng e n eg, ni ^ ng.
Let ni G e^  n eg n .... n , nj n^  for j < i
Le t d — I n^  , ng ,. .. n^  ,.. .. j
d is infinite, and |d - en| < <^ for all n.
Let d be an infinite subset of d such thata
fg|dg is constant or one- to-one. Certainly
d^ - d^l < (X) for all f3 < a.
(20)
Finally let q. be generated by }d : a < ,
q is a Ramsey ultrafilter.
Remark 2 »610 At each stage a we could have added
one of at least 2 disjoint candidates for d .a
Different choices of d would engender different q's,
“ A'Hence we can construct 2 ‘ = 2 different Ramsey 
ultrafilters.
This section some examples of non-principal fil­
ters, and their relations to the special sorts of 
ultrafilter defined in 2*6.
Example 2*71 Let <a^; n € w> he a partition of w
into finite sets so that |a^ | is unbounded.
Let F = |w - a; |anap| =1 for all nj. F generates 
a proper non-principal filter that can (C.H.) be 
extended to a p-point but not to a rare filter.
In fact, an ultrafilter qn is non-rare iff it contains 
such a filter as F.
Example 2-72 Let <an: n E w> be a partition of w
into infinite sets. Let F = [C^Ca^): n e wj u
u - a: I a n I < w for all nj. Then F generates 
a proper filter that can (C.H) be extended to a 
rare filter but not to a p-point. In fact, an
ultrafilter q is not a p-point iff it contains such 
a filter as F.
Example 2*73 Let F = |w - a: for some n, a contains
(21)
no arithmetic progression of length nj; Van der 
Waerden's theorem on arithmetic progressions implies 
that F is a non-principal filter, and F can he 
extended (C.H. ) to a p-point hut not to a rare 
filter.
Example 2*74 For a c w, define d(a,n) = |a n !m : m < nj[
n
Let p(a) = lim d(a,n) where this exists, 
n —>00
Let F = i a ; p ( a ) = l j  F is a non-principal filter 
that cannot he extended to either a rare filter or 
a p-point. This filter appeared in [l3]s
Example 2*75 Let F = jw - (a u [ o j ) :  for all n,m e a, 
n + m I aj. An application of Ramsey’s theorem shews
that F generates a non-principal filter over w - |oj.
In [8] it is shewn hy a non-standard argument that
F cannot he extended to a Ramsey ultrafilter. We 
shew that F cannot he extended to a rare ultrafilter.
Proof. Let <an: n e w> partition w - /oj so that
1) (i.e. x e and y e imply x < y)
2) |aj = 2^
Suppose p were a rare ultrafilter extending F.
nVw^2n “  P' suppose
is in p. Let h he a choice set for <0n» n e w>,
and let a = b n  ^P-
But if x,y e a, say x e a» and y e where r > m.
(22)
Then x + y e or x + y e agr+i*
In either case x + y  ^a, so a  ^p, a contradiction,
The moral of all these results seems to he:-
"Simple - to - describe filters cannot be extended
to Ramsey ultrafilters."
This can be made precise as follows 2-
Y/e say a set of subsets of w A is 2^  if 
X E A iff 3y^^x,y,c]
Y/here c is a constant set of natural numbers and
the only quantifiers in (p range over natural numbers.
Theorem 2*76 (A.R.D.Mathias, unpublished)
A
If A is a 2^  set of subsets of oj, and q is
a Ramsey ultrafilter, there is a s p  such that either 
1 ) Every infinite subset of a is in A, or
2) Every infinite subset of a is outside A.
Corollary 2»77 If A is a 2^  filter, (and all 
those mentioned above are) either A is contained 
in some countably generated filter or else A cannot
be extended to a Ramsey ultrafilter.
Mathias’ result is essentially maximal, for if
A
V = L there is a well-ordering of the subsets of
(x) which can be used to define a Ramsey ultrafilter.
(23)
Chapter 3 Topology of . /9N
111
In section 2*3 we defined the space ^N, the 
Stone - Cech Compactification of N with the discrete
topology. The following are some trivial results on
the topology on N = /3N - N.
3-11 i) W(a) n W(h) = W(a n b)
2) V/(a) u W(b) = V/(a y b)
3) W(a) = (p iff a is finite.
4) _U ^(a^) c \/(„U a ) and in general they aren — nt^ n
not equal.
5) ^(a^) D W( n a ) and in general they arent CO n — nt cu n
not equal.
If X c /3N, we v/rite the closure of X as iX.
Then q e X iff yaeq 3xeX, a € x.
P-points have a special topological significance. In 
fact, the term p-point is derived from topology.
Theorem 3*12 A f.u.f. q is a p-point iff the
intersection of a countable collection of neighbourhoods
of q is itself a neighbourhood of q.
Proof Let ÎU i be such a collection. We can   n ne cu
assume that U = V/(l ) where E € q. Then there isn ' n^  n
1 G q, |e - E I < CO for all n. Hence W(e ) c Q,W(E )
IX XX^Cl/ XX
is the neighbourhood of q required.
Conversely, suppose e q for every n. Then
(24)
ng^W(E^) is a neighbourhood of q. Let s/(E) ç W(E^)
where S .e q. Then |e - E^| < cj for all n, hence q 
is a p-point.
Corollary 3.13 If q is a p-point, q is not in 
the closure of any countable subset X of unless
q € X.
Proof For every x e X, let be a neighbourhood
of q not containing x. Then is a neighbour­
hood of q disjoint from X.
Il2
In [15] W.Rudin used the existence of p-points 
(assuming the C.H) to prove that N is not homogenous
(i.e. there are two points p,q in R* such that
no auto-homeomorphicm maps p to q. By the Compactness
* *
of N there is some q € N v/hich is in the closure
of a countable subset of N , and no homeomorphism
can map q to a p-point,)
In [6] Z.Frolik proved the inhomogeneity of iT
without the C.H, by using the following ideas :-
Def 3'21 If X is a countable indexed subset of
N*, X = [X^ : n G ojj, X is said to be discrete iff
there are sets {c^y n  g cuj such that c^ g for
all n, and n i m implies that c n c = .^^ n m
Topologically, X is discrete if whenever x g X,
X { X - ixj.
(25)
(Note; we will use X,YjZ etc to denote countable 
indexed subsets of N*, sometimes with superscripts,
e.g.- or , The n^^ member of X in the enum­
eration is written X^. )
pef 3*22 If the conditions of 3*21 are satisfied.
Lemma 3*23 (M.h.Rudin) SuppQse Z is a countable 
Indexed discrete (henceforth abbreviated to c.i.d.) 
subset of N‘, X c Z and Y c Z. Then if q c X n Y,
q. e X n Y.
Proof. Let Z be made discrete by [c^ y n e  cji.
Let d = U}c^: Z^ e X n Yj.
Then as q e X n Y, d e g. Let a e g. a n d e g, so
a n d e  z e X n Y .  Hence g e X n Y.
Def 3"2h If X is a c.i.d. subset of and p e N ,
we write:-
2[X,p] = |a c w: in: a e X^î e pj
If g e X - X, we write:-
H[X,g] = [a c co: vbeg,Jnea, b e X !
Then we have :
Theorem 3»25 1) %[X,p] and H [ x ,g] are ultrafilters.
2) 2[x,#[X,g]] = g and ^[X,2[x,p]] = p, i.e. the
(26)
operations 2 and p are inverse.
?122£* -All the parts involve merely untangling the 
definitions, apart from shewing that p[X,g] has the
f.i.p. This follows however from Lemma 3*23*
P§f ■3*26 If p,g e if, we say p~ q_^  iff there
is a c.i.d. subset X of N*' such that g = g[x,p]
or eguivalently p = g[x,g].
This is called the Rudin-Frolik ordering. That it
is. an ordering will follow from later Lemmas. The 
definition is well defined; e.g. if p ’ e p~ a different 
enumeration of X, say will give g =  z[X',p*].
A less combinatorial definition of the ordering
is as follows:
p~ <^p g*^  iff there is some homeomorphism ^ of
1311 into N such that ÿr(p) = g.
In fact g = 2[X,p] where X^ = ^(n), = X.
Similarly one can shew that if  ^ is an auto-
-homeomorphism of N , ^(g) = r, and p <^p g , then
p"" <pp r~. 80: the property of having p"" as a <^p
predecessor is a topological invariant.
This ordering is, weaker than the Rudin-Keisler 
ordering as follows:-
Theorem 3-27 p~ <^p g~ then p~ ^  g'".
Proof Suppose g = 2[X,p] and that X is made discrete
(27)
^ c wj. Then if we define f € c^u so that 
f [n] = a^ for all n, it is easy to shew that 
f(l) = p.
Corollary 3*28 For any g € N*, g~ has at most 
y<o
2 predecessors in the ordering
So for some p,g e N*, p; is not a predecessor
of g . So this proves, (without the C.H. ) that N*
is not homogenous.
CorQllary 3-29 If p"' <gg q.~, P~ =|= q . So p~ q~.
Proof If a € q, a e X for some n. As X ç N*, X
contains no. finite set. So a n is infinite. For 
no a e g, is f|a a one-to-one function. From
Theorem 2'34, p~ ^ g~.
The following gives another criterion for p <^p g
Lemma 3*210 p <pp g iff there are countable dis-
*
Crete sets X and Y and r e H ao that
1 ) Y Ç X - X.
2 )  r  = 2[X,g] = 2[Y,p]
Proof Suppose first that g = 2[Z,p] for aome c.i.d. 
set Z. Let X be any c.i.d. set, and let r = 2[X, g]
Define Y by Y^ = z[X, Z^]. Y is a countable indexed
set, Y c % - X and Y is discrete.
Then a g 2[Y,p] iff [n; a e Y^i e p
iff |n: [m; a e X^j e Z }^ e p
iff Im; a G X_1 G Q iff a e r.m
So r = 2[X,g] = 2[y^p]
Conversely suppose the conditions hold, 
Define Z^ = h [x ,Y^]. Z is a c.i.d. set.
a G z[Z,p] i f f  [n; a g Z ^ ]  gn' P
iff in; VheY^ Imca, h g X^} g P' 
iff Vher, Dmea, h e X^ 
iff a G g.
So: g = z[z,p], and g~>pp p'".
Theorem 5*211 If g is a f.u.f., the <^p predecess­
ors of g'^  are linearly ordered.
Proof Suppose that g = z[X,p] and g = 2[Y,rj
Case 1 Let X* = |x G X: x G Y - Yj.
If g G Xj by 3*210, P~«
Case 2. Let Y' = }y 6 Y; y g X -  x !
If g G Y', by 3-210 p~>%p r~.
Case 3 Otherwise.
Then let X* = X - X', Y^ = Y - Y'.
Then X u Y is discrete, and g g X n Y .
By lemma 3*23, g G X^ n Y .
So p = r .
The following Lemma will be needed later;-
(29)
3*212 If p, g , say g = 2[X,p], then g is
above p iff [n; X^ is <^^-minimalj e p.
Proof Suppose first that X^ = 2[Y^,r^] where each
is a c*i.d, set, and if X is made discrete 
by }c^:n g cüÎ, then c^ g Y^ for all n and m.
Then Y = u Y^ is a countable discrete set,nt(x)
X c Y - Y, so in particular g G Y - Y.
So if we let r = n[Y,g],
^ R F >  ^  R B ’> P  *
Conversely, suppose g~ r~ p~, where g = 2[X,p] 
and g = 2[Y,r], We can assume without loss of 
generality that X c Y - Y, so if we let Z^= h [Y,X^], 
then X~ Z~ for all n.
Ill
Many results have been found on the possible *rder
types embeddable in this ordering. See e.g, [3].
Assuming the C.H. there are ultrafilter types
minimal in this ordering (for example p-points), and
by a re-iteration of Lemma 3*212, for every n e cu
we can construct an ultrafilter g such that g has
precisely n <^p-predecessors. In [l7] A.X. and E.F.
>/
Steiner construct an ultrafilter type with 2 *
predecessors.(This does not need the C.H.). They state
at the end of the paper that they do not know
whether there is a type with precisely predecessors,
VJe construct one such, assuming the C.H.
(30)
Firstly we discuss what possible countable order
types can occur . Let q be a f.u.f, and let S
be the set of < , predecessors of g , ordered byhi?
Lemma 3-31 If S is countable, we can assume that
if we define c.i.d. sets for -very p e S, where
g = 2[xP,p], then p~ r~-"^  X^ c X^ -X^.
Proof Re-iteration of Lemma 3*210.
Now., any infinite order type must have either 
an infinite ascending, subset or an infinite descending
subset. (Or both). Henceforth we assume that S is
countable.
Case 1 . 3*32 S has. an infinite ascending sequence
Subcase la. 3*321 has a least upper bound. We
shew that this is impossible.
Without loss of generality we assume that the
least upper bound is g , and S’ is the sequence
Po <pp Pi < p p   <RP f « <RF • • * • <RF ^ •
Say g = z[X^,p^], where X^ ç X^+^ - X^^^
Suppose X° is made discrete by |c^ y m g oj].
Then let Y =  e
Y is discrete, as each X^ is. Let a G g, then
(31)
a E X for aome m.
X G X^ - X^, so a G X^ for some r, where c g X^ .^ m r r r
Hence q € Y.
Let p ’ = n[Y,q].
Fix n G w. Let Z = [X^ : m ^ n].
Then q G X^ - Z, and X^ - Z ç Ÿ - Y.
Pn P Q. for all n.
This contradicts our assumption that q"^ was the least 
upper hound.
Subcase 1 b 5*522 S’ has no least upper bound. Then 
we can assume that S’ is of the form:
f o <pp • • * • Pn Pm * * * <pp. Po -  P •
And there is no p ’ such that p~ p ’~ 
for all m . and n. We shew that this is impossible,
Suppose that q = 2[X^,p^] = 2[Y^,q^] where 
X^ Ç - Y^, X^ Ç X^ "^  ^ - X^^^ , and Y^ "^  ^ c - Y^.
Let X° be made discrete by [c ; n g cuj.n
n-Define Z = \ c^ g Y^j m n m
Then Z is a countable discrete sequence, and q g Z. 
Furthermore, 2^ c Z - Z for alia n.
For all n, let Z’ = Z - [Y^îm^ni 
Then q g Z’, and Z* ç Y^ - Y .^
So Pn p ’~ q^n for all m and n, a contradiction.
Case 2 3*33 S has no infinite ascending sequence.
Then it has an infinite descending sequence.
(32)
Subcase 2a 3*351 S is bounded below. As case 1
did not occur, S rnust have a biggest lower bound.
_ f>J ru
b a y  q  p p >  ••• p p >  Pn  p p >  ••• Vip> f  •
Where q = 2[x^,q^] = 2[Y,p], and 
Y c - x", c X ^  - X*\
But this situation cannot in fact occur. We can
prove, by a method similar to the construction in 
Subcase 1b,
Lemma 3*352 If' the situation described in subcase
2a occurs, there is p ’ e N* so that
Pn pp> for all n, p ’~ p~ and
q = 2[z>p’] where Z c
This leaves us with Subcase 2b, in which S has
an infinite descending sequence not bounded below.
But assuming the C.H., this case can actually happen.
Theorem 3*3U (C.H.) There is an ultrafilter q such
that q has precisely <^^-predece88ors.
Proof Let |a^ f n,m g be infinite subsets of 
such that:
3) a^^ = U, a where each bnm is anm TGbnm r
infinite subset of cu.
. n (33)
(i.e., each <a^î m g a» is a partition of oj into
infinite sets, and : m c w> is coarser than
<2%: ra G oj>)
Now let [x^ i he p-points so that g X^ for
all m. X° is a c.i.d. subset of if. We will define
c.i.d. sets X^ for every n g oj. 
Suppose we have defined X^.
Let he p-points such that h^m s Y^ and letm n m 1^
Thus we can define X^ for all n and m. Frcmnm
the construction it is not hard to shew that
 ^ cind X^ is a c.i.d. set, and c X^ - X^
We wil construct an ultrafilter q such that
« «
If Pn = q] a we will require that the only
<j^p-predecessors of q are }pn: n g cuj.
The following are some facts about this construction
that we shall need.
Pacts 1) q — Po ••• pp^ Pn pp^ •••
2) Pn = 2[Y^,P^^i ]
3) If Pn jjp> P Pn+1 then either P = Pn or else
B~ = •
U) If a € for some n and m then [r: a € X^i
(34)
is infinite.
5) If dpeN , p^  p~ for all n, then there is
P * f Pn pp> P ’~ for all n, and q = 2[X’,p’], where
X ’ is a countable discrete subset of Uneoj
Proofs 1) is from Lemma 3*210, 2) is just calcul­
ation, 3) is from Lemma 3*212, k) is because 
is non-principal, and 5) ic Lemma 3*332.
Prom Pacts 3) and 3), to ensure that the only
<^.-,“predecessors of q*^ are Sp~; n g cu], it suffices 
to shew the following ;-
If X is a countable discrete subset of ^U^X^,
and q g X, then if p = R[X,q], p = Pn for some n. 
To ensure that p = Pn we need only ensure that
nq G X n X ,
So. enumerate (C.H.) the countable discrete subsets
of as <X^: cc < oo^ >. For every a we will, add
a set d^ to q, such that either d^ \ X^ for any
m, or else d = Uja^: X^ g X°^ j for some fixed n.' a mGuJ m m
Induction Hypothesis
At every stage a we have a count ably gener­
ated filter F^, so that if a g F^, for every n.
(35)
[m: a g X^î is infinite.
Stage a Let F be generated by JJ F . As ct is
/3<a
countable, F is countably generated. Let its gener­
ators be ^  ^cu!, and assume without loss of
generality that e^ d o . for all n.
For each n, write h„ = U X^ g X^j. ^ mecu m ra
Case 1 The filter generated by F u [h^! obeys the 
induction hypothesis, for some n. Then let d = h^  ,a
and let F^ be generated by F u jd^ !.
Case 2 Otherwise. We construct sets )a : n g cuî as — —— —  n
follows
Stage 0 The filter generated by F u [ho ! does not
obey the induction hypothesis. Certainly for some n^,
eo n a° g X° and X° ([ X^. Let a^  = a° n eg.0 no no no  ^ ° ng
Stage .1 Suppose we have defined a^  for i < j. The 
filter generated by [hg u ... u hj! u F does not obey 
the induction hypothesis. So for some ry ,
ej n - (ho u ... u hj) E X^ .
(36)
In particular à




Claim 1 If X g X. , d | x.
Proof Say x = x^ for some n,m g cu.
If n = 0, n n eo n a° = <p.
If n > 0, d n c U a^ by the construction of d .a m - r<n n^ a
But by fact 4), if d^ n a^ e X^, 
n  ^ _n-1[r; d^ n a^ e X^ ] is infinite.
Claim 2 The filter generated by P u [d^ ] obeys the 
induction hypothesis.
Proof A typical member of this filter contains
d n'Cn for some n. Fix n. Let r = maxjn.m] + 1.
Then d n eg g , so- |k:d n en g xf”'! is infinite.ot n^ u iL
Certainly, [k: d^ n eg g X^} is infinite. The induction 
Hypothesis is still true.
So let F^ be the filter generated by F^ u [d^!.
Finally let G be generated by u[F^: a < cu^l !.
G is not necessarily an ultrafilter. But let f be 
the map such that f”  ^[n] = a° for every n.
AS every infinite subset of has occur-ed in our
enumeration, f(o) is an ultrafilter.
Define q = 2[X°,f(G)].
Then q e ^g^X^, and by our construction, the
<p^-,“prede ces sors of q~ are precisely [p~: n € cui.
Remark 5*55 The existence of < -minimal ultrafilters
rvi?
is necessary in this proof. In a model of set-theory
in which there are no <^p-minimal ultrafilters, every
type has at least  ^ predecessors. For take q ,
find p q . Re-iterate Lemma 3*212 to obtain aKJc
sequence p~ p~ ... <pp q~. Then
re-iterate subcase la and subcase 1b to obtain 
predecessors.RF
(38)
Chapter h Model - theory of Ultrapowers
4»1
The following set of results; due to Keisler,
clears up the problem of the structure of ultra­
powers of a countable structure with a countable 
language over a countable set, assuming the C.H.. 
Proofs are in [l],
Def 4*11 Let Œ  be a. structure, A ç dom(O). A set 
of formulae in the language of with x
appearing as the only free variable, is said to 
be finitely satisf lable in if for every
finite subset c 0,
<a»a>a^A t 3x(#i(x) A.., A #n(%))'
Def 4*12 la said to be ^'-Saturated if whenever
A c dom(CO, |a| < /c , and 0 ia a set of formulae, 
finitely satisfiable in then there is
b e dom(CX), (X]« #[b] fcr all # c 0#
Def 4»13 CZ is said to be Saturated if it is
jc?l •saturated.
Certain sorts of ultrafilter give rise to saturated
(39)
ultrapowers, aa follows:-
Def 4*14 An ultrafilter p is said to be /c—good
if whenever \ < k , and f is a map from to
p, then there is a map g from 8^^x) to p,
g(a) c f(a) for all a e 8^(x)> and g(a) n g(b) = g(a n b)
for all a,b e S^(x).
Def 4*15 An ultrafilter p is said to be ci)~ incomp­
lete if there is a countable subset X of p such 
that nX = 0.
Theorem 4*16 If p> is a /c-good, cu-incomplete ultra-
filter on \,and the cardinality of the language of
CC is less than fc, Ci/v is /c-saturated.
In particular, if p is |c%^-good, C^/p is. saturated.
It is quite easy to check that all non-principal
ultrafilters on cu are j^-good and cu-incomplete. By 
a back and forth argument, any two elementary 
equivalent structures of the same cardinality that
are saturated are isomorphic. In particular.
Theorem 4*17 (C.H) If ia a countable structure
with a countable language, and p' and q are f.u.f. s.
(40)
then Cx /f is isomorphic to ct/^*
ki2
In view of the results of section 4*1, to obtain
any results about ultrapowers of countable structures 
we shall have to consider a larger language.
Def 4*21 The full structure on gj. written is
the structure who.se domain is oj and with all
possible relations on cu.
A  =
We now find that the structure of the ultrapower 
cu /p depends very much on the combinatorial properties
of the ultrafilter p.
The following is the result that connects the
w
model-theoretic properties of cu /p) to the 
ordering mentioned in 2*5. It appears in [8] and 
[12].
CU
Theorem 4*22 cu"^ /p can be embedded as a elementary
cu cu cu
substrliccture of cu^  /q, (written e :cu /p cu /q, where
e. is the embedding), iff there is f e c^u such that 
f(q) = P> (i.e. q e ).
(41)
Proof Supposi that f(q) = p. Define ÿ by
(ÿ(g))(n) = g(f(n)).
Then g ~ g' iff thero is a s p  such that
n e a iff g(n) = g'(n). Let b = f“’[a] e q,.
For m € b, g(f(m))= g'(f(m)). Hence çs(g) ~ ÿ(g').
So there is a well-defined map 
cu
e;cu /P'-^cu /q, which by similar arguments is elem­
entary.
cu cu
Suppose e:cu /p ^ cu /q.
Let f~ = e(id~). For all a e p,, cu"*" /p [= id~ € a. 
cu ^
(cu /p 1= id** e a., iff [n; id(n) e aj e p iff a g p)).
cu ^
e is elementary so w /q ^ f~ G a.
So [n; f(n) g aj e q, i.e. f ^[a] g q.
Hence f(q) = p.
Remark From the proof of Theorem 4*22 it is clear 
cu
that X 6 e[cu /p], v/here f(q) = p and e is the 
induced embedding, iff there is g g x, |g[f ^[n]]|= 1 
for all n.
A convenient notation to describe such ultrapowers 
was invented by Puritz in [12]. The following 
definitions are his.
(42)
Def— If 2^ For f,g g E> a f.u.f. and f~ and g~
w
n(in—standard members of cu /p, we write f g iff
3h € c^u, in; h(g(n))  ^f(n)î g p.
Def 4*24 Write f g iff f ^  g and f g. The 
equivalence classes of are called the skies of p.
Skp(f) = ig: f gi
Def 4*25 For f,g c c^u, p a f.u.f. and f~ and g~
.(4)
non-standard members of cu /p, we write f ^  g iff 
3h G c^u, in: h(g(n)) = f(n)j g p-
Def 4*26 . Write f e^ g iff f g and f g. The
equivalence classes of E^ are called the constellat­
ions of p. Con^(f) = ig: f E^ g!
We order Skies and Constellations by extending 
 ^ and Skp(f)  ^Sk^(g) iff f g,
Con^(f) < Con^(g) iff f g. It is easy to shew 
that these are well-defined orders. The following 
gives criteria for f g and f g.
Lemma 4*27 1 ) f g iff g p, |f[g"^[n] n a] | < cu
for all n.
2) f g iff 3a G p, lf[g’^[n] n a] | = 1  for all n.
(43)
Zr,9Pf O  If f g, let h be as given in the
definition, and let a =. [n: h(g(n)) > f(n)j € p. Then
1 f [g  ^[n] n a] I  ^h(n) < cu.
Conversely, if the condition holds, define h eo
h(m) = maxlf[g“^[m] n a]].
Then {n: h(g(n))  ^f(n)j d a e p.
2) If f g, let h be as given in the definition,
and let a = {n: h(g(n)) = f (n) j e p. Then f[g [m] n a]
= lh(m)], SO' |f[g  ^[m] n a]| =1  for all m.
Conversely, if the condition holds, define h so
ih(m)!= f[g~1[m] n a].
Then [n; h(g(n)) = f(n)] d a e p.
Corollary 4*28 (Puritz) 1 ) q is a p-point iff q
has only one sky.
2) q is rare iff the top sky of q has only one
constellation.
3) q is Ramsey iff it has only one constellation.
Proof 1 1) q is a p-point iff every non-standard
function f is, equivalent mod q to a finite-to-one
function. Hence there is a e q, ) id[f [n] n a] | < cu
for all n, so Sk (f) ^ Sk^ (^id), and id is always
in the top sky of q.
(44)
2) f is in the top sky of q iff f is equivalent 
mod q to a finite-to-one function. But q is rare 
iff every finite-to-one function is equivalent mod
q to a one-to-one function. Hence q is rare iff
every f in the top sky of q is in the same
constellation as id.
3) This follows from 1) and 2).
Corollary 4*29 1) q is a p-point iff whenever
(u cu cu cu
e:(f /p  ^of /q, e[cu^  /p] is cofinal in oZ /q.
cu cu
2) q is rare iff whenever e ; cu^ /p ^ cu^ /q either
(xj CÜ OJ cu
e[ cu^ /p] = cu*" /q or e[cu^  /p] is net cofinal in /q.
cu cu
3) q is Ramsey iff whenever e: cu*" /p < oZ /q, then
cu cu
/p] = kf /q.
Proof These follow from 4*28 and the fact that if
cu
f e Sk (id), oZ /f(q) is embeddable as a cofinal
cu
substructure of cu** /q.
The following facts will be useful.
Lemma 4*210 1) Skies are totally ordered.
2) Skies are made up of whole constellations.
3) If f is in the bottom sky of p, f(p) is a
(45)
p-point.
4) The converse to 3) i-s not true in general.
5) f(p) is rare iff f is in a minimal constellation
o-f Skp(f).
6) Constellations are not necessarily totally ordered.
7) If f is in a minimal constellation of Sk^(f),
it is in the minimum constellation of Sk^(f).
Proofs 1) 2) and 3) are in [12]. An example of
4) is in [14]. The proof of 5) is similar to that
of 4*27. We prove 6) and 7).
6) Let <8^; n e cu> be a partition of cu so that
21 I  = n , and we imagine each a^  as a nxn block. 
Define f and g so that f is constant on each row
in each a^  and g is constant on each column in
each Cg. Then f and g are finite to one, and for
all m,n g cu, |f~^[n] n g*^  [m] | < 1.
Let P be generated by;
[cu-a: v u | f ~ ^ [ n ]  n aj = 1 Î u  [cu-a; v m | g " ^ [ m ]  n aj = 1 }
Then P is a proper filter, and if c c cu,
jfLg"^[n] n c]| =1 for all n, then |g“^[n] n c| =1
for all n, so C (c) e P. If q is any ultrafilter
extending P, Con (f)  ^Con^(g), and by similar
(46)
arguments Con^(g)  ^Con^(f),
7) Let f be in a minimal constellation of Sk^(f),
Then i(p) is rare. Let g € Sk^(f). We can assume
that |i[g [^ra]]| < cu for all m. We construct disjoint
finite sets [a^, ; n e  cuj so that the following holds;
If g  ^[m] n f ^[ag] 4 0 and g  ^[m] n f ^[op] 4 0?
Then n = r or n = r+1 or r = n+1.
Let ao = [oj.
Suppose we have defined ap, and ap is finite.
Let a^^^ = [m; 3r, f”^m] n g~^  [r] 4 0 
f~^[an] n g”^[r] 4 0i u [ (n+1 ) - ap ].
a^^^ is finite, as a^ Is finite and |f[g' ^ [s]]| < cu
for all s.
Then ^U^an = cu, and if n 4 then ap n a„, = 0.
As f(p) is rare, lot a € f(p) be such that
I a n an I = 1  for all n.
Also either ngw®2n+1 in f(p)- Say
»gw®2n E f(P)- Let h = a n
Let c = f [h] e p.
Claim n c]I =1 for all n.
(47)
Proof. If g hn] n f 4 and g Rn] n f 4
Say ra e a^^. Then m* e a^^ or m ’ € 02r+1
in’ e ^2r-1 * latter two are impossible, by our
choice of c. Furthermore, as |a n a^^j = 1, m = m ’,
So; |f[g  ^[n] n c] I = 1, So f g.. f is in the
minimum constellation of Sk (f).
P
Digression 4*211 It is reasonable to ask whether 
all the elementary substructures of w /q are of
CÜ
the form e[cu /p]. The following gives a criterion
for this to occur.
Def 4-212 For f € "o), eq(f) = f(i) = f(d)i
Then if G is a filter over cuxoi, define
w .w
cu /q|G = [f~ € cu"^ /q: 3g 6 , eq(g) € g]
cu
It is shewn in [9] that cu'*’ /q|G is an elementary
cu
substructure of cu^  /q, and that all the elementary
cu
substructures of cu'*' /q are of this form. It is
further shewn that for any G,
cu , cu
cu"*" /q|G is isomorphic to cu /q|G', for some G
which is a filter over cuxcu generated by equival­
ence relations on cu.
(48)
Now, for f ,g e of /q, }eq(f): f € f~j = Jeq(g): g e g i
iff Con (f) =. Con (g). So cu**" /qjo’ is made up of
1 ' Q.
whole constellations. Then,
, w  CO
Theorem 4*213 cu /qjc  ^cu /q is itself an ultrapower
cu
iff the set of constellations included in cu /q| G
,cu
has a greatest element included in cu /q|G.
In particular, if q has only finitely many 
constellations, every elementary substructure is
itself an ultrapower. Later an example of an
ultrapower with an elementary substructure that is 
not an ultrapower will be presented.
kzA
In [12] Puritz constructs ultrafilters with var­
ious sky and constellation systems. For example, he 
shews that (assuming the C.H.) for every n € cu there
are ultrafilters with n skies. (The process is id­
entical to that mentioned at the beginning of 3*3)-
A question that he asks is:-
”Does every ultrafilter have a bottom sky?”
This is related to a question posed by Choque t
(49)
in [4].
”ls there an ultrafilter such that for no f e c^u 
is f(q) a p-point?”
Mathias [11] answers both questions by proving;-
Theorem 4*51 (C.H.) There is an ultrafilter q such
that for no f e is f(q) a p-point.
(This answers Puritz’ question because of 4*210 part 3) 
R.A.Pitt improved this to:-
Theorem 4*32 (C.H.) There is an ultrafilter q such
that for no f oj is f(q) either rare or a p-point.
At the 1971 Logic Conference at Cambridge, Mathias 
asked further if there is a p-point q such that
for no f e^ cü is f(q) rare. Below we present a
construction of one such, assuming the C.H. In 
Puritzian terms this ultrafilter has one sky but 
no bottom constellation.
Theorem 4*33* (C.H) There is an ultrafilter q such
that for no f e ia f(q) rare.
*Mathias and Pitt have also proved this result.
(50)
Remark As promised in 2*6, this is an example of 
a non-rare p-point.
Proof Let P = [f e f is finite-to-oneJ 
Enumerate (C.H. ) F as, <f : a < o)^ >.
Enumerate (C.H. ) P(w) as <8 : a < o)^ >,
(JÜ
As q Is a p-point, for every non-standard x e w"*" /q,
there is f e P, f e x.
Induction Assumption.
Por each a < we v/ilL construct d , h^,
ao that:-
1 ) d^ Ç CO, and a > p implies | d^ - d^ | < co.
2) Ç or n 8g = <P.
3) h^ is a function from d^ t® such that h^
ia finite to one; and if a > p h^ is coarser than
h^ except on a finite set. That is, there is a
finite set c such that n,m e d^ - c implies that if
h^(n) = h^(m) then hg(n) = h^(m).
U) consists of at most countahly many sets of
subsets of CO; write n  g coj  ^a > p implies
J/3 - '’’a*
5) Por any «, and any finite subset of co,
8 = [ni,,..nLÎ, there is n e co such that if a± €
... ai € m  ^n, ai n ... n ai n d^ n hj [m] 4;
(5/1 )
6) If q extends }d | u UJ , f (q) is not rare.
a a a
Remark Conditions 1 ) and 2) imply that q Is a
p-point. For if li is a countable subset of q,
K = [S : i € col, then d c S for all i.
ai ai - ai
Take a greater than a;^ for all i, then d^ e q and
d - d  I < CO for all i.a at '
Certainly, |d - b | < co for all b e iv,
Now we proceed with the induction.
Stage 0 Let h^ = id, d^ = co> Jq ~ 0*
Stage g = 6+1 Suppose v;e have constructed d^, h^ , 
J^. Define h as follows :-
Let h“^[i] = Uif~^[m]: fg^[m] n h^^ [1 ] :|= 0j, 
h’”^[l] is a finite set. Let %  = 1.
Suppose we have defined h”^[i] for all i < j, 
and each h“  ^[i] is a finite set. Let nj be the 
first number such that h^^ [nj ] n h ^[i] = 0 for all 
i < j.
Lot h"'' [ j] = U[f"''[m]: ri h“’'[nj] 4 1*1
Then h“^[j] is a finite set.
Let d = dom(h) n dg. Then h is a well-defined
(52)
finite-to-one function on d.
Let k be a function such that dom(k) = d and 
1 ) h(n) = h(m) implies k(n) = k(m) for n,m e d.
2) |h[k ^[n]]| is finite but increasing.
i.e. k is finite-to-one but coarser than h.
Diefine Hm = - a: |h[k ^[n] n a]| < m for all nj.
Claim 1 If q is a f.u.f. that contains d and 
, f^(q) is not rare.
Proof h is coarser than f^, so con^(h) ^ con^(f^). 
k is coarser than h, so, con^Ck) < con^(h).
But for no set a e q, is |h[k [n] n a]| =1 for all 
n. So the constellation of k is strictly less than 
the constellation of f . By Lemma 4*210 part 5a
f (q) is not rare, a
Claim 2 There is an infinite I c o), and d^ c d, 
so that either d c S or d n S = 0 and the foil-
CC ^  OC Uv Lt
owing holds:-
If S = inip.-.nt! is a finite subset of w and 
r G OJ there is n g I such that whenever a^ g .
.... a-, € b G Hr, and m g I, m ^ n.
(53)
Qjl n ... n n b n n k [m] ^ cj).
Proof If not. Then there is an infinite 1^  ^ç w and 
m e Cl) and rq ,.,, n{^ e co and a^  e , ...a^ e and
a € so that for all n e I^,
a n a^  n n n d n n k~^[n] = 0.
Then there is an infinite Ig c and r g co and
.m. ,  ^ 'p f• • G JpG CO and b g Hp and b^ g J^^,...bj g such
that for all n g  I p ,
b n bi n ... n bj n d n C (S^) n k ^[n] = 0.
So for every n g Ig,
a n b n b^ n ... n bj n a^  n ... n a^  n d n k ^[n] = 0. 
We shew this is impossible.
rt 4 •f'
-1
Take s ao big that if s’> o and if hJ[t] n k'^[aT
0 then b^ n . •. n bj n a^  n ... n a^  n d^ n h^ [ t ] ^ 0*
and |h[k“  ^[s*]] |> m + r. Then as Ig is infinite,
there is s*  ^s, s' G Ig, so that
a n b n bi n ... n bj n a^  n ... n at n d n k"*^  [ s ' ] =1= 0.
A contradiction.
(54)
Sq Let be as in the claim. Let 0 be a map
from I to CO which is one-to-one and onto.
Let h^(n) = 0k(n).
Then h is a map,- from d to- co which is coarser
a
than h^. Let u {H^  : m € coj. Claims 1) and
2) imply that that the induction assumption still 
holds.
Stage (X, a limit ordinal.
Let a = [Vn' n e coi, and let Sapî n e coj be an 
increasing subset of a.
Let K = J, and enumerate K as K = [KnS n e coi neco Yp '
Define h as followas-
Let rq e d^ be the first number such that:
1 ) If E , a € Ki, and m ^ r u ,  a n d_ n h  ^[m] 
'  ^ CCjL #1 #1
4= 0*
2) If Yi  ^c%i, m,m* € d^ , m,m'  ^n^, then m,m* € d^
and h (m) = h ^ (m') implies that h (m) = h (mV).
Yi Yi
Then let h”  ^[1 ] = h"^[ni]. This is a finite set,
CX-i
Suppose we have defined h ^[i] for all 1 < j,
and each h“*^ [i] is a finite set. Let nj e d be
the first number such that:-
(55)
1 ) Let those , 1 $ j, which are in J he K. ,
a \ 11
. Then if e K. , ,  a^  e K . , and m > nj, 
k k^
n ... n n n h^1[m] 4 9).
2) Let those , i  ^j which are Less than or* equal
to cxj be , ...y^  . Then if m,m* e d , m,m'  ^nj,
1 k ctj
m , m ' e d  , for 1 ^ r ^ k  and h (m) = h (m')
yi, yir
implies h (m) = h (m') for 1  ^r k. 
cxj aj
3) h^^[m] n h '’[i] = 0 for m  ^nj, i < j.
(note: in the induction assumption clauses 1), 3)
and 5) say that d , h , J behave regularly excepta a a
on a finite set. In the definition of nj v/e are
taking nj so big that all these finite sets have
been exhausted in U h ^[ml.)m<nj gj '
Let h ^[j] = h ^[nj]. This is a finite set, andgj
if we let d = dom(h) it is clear that h is a
well-defined function on d. By our construction it 
is also, clear that:
1 ) |d - d^ l < (X) for /? < g. In fact, d — d^^ is
included in .y.h"^[i], where j is the first number 
1 J
such that gj > yi^ and k < j
2) For every p < a there is a finite set c such
that if m,n € d - c, h_(m) = h^(n) implies h(n) = h(m) 
In fact such a c is . U.h ^[i], where j is the
X ^  J
(56)
first number such that aj > Vk aud j > k, = yx).
3) If is a finite subset af co, there is
n € CO so that v/henever a^ e K ,...8  ^ c K and m  ^n,ni nj^
n ... n n d n h ^[m] 4 0. In fact, such an n is
the first number such that K ,...K e J , and
^1 «n
n^ ,... n^  < n.
So we can proceed to construct h , d , J ,a OL a
exactly as in the successor ordinal case.
Finally let q be generated by }d^ : a < co^ ! u 
U U[J^: a < co^ 1. q is a p-point such that for no
f E c^o is f(q) rare,
4 "4
We now consider two other orderings on ultra- 
filters, weaker than the Rudin-Reislep? order but 
stronger than the Rudin-Frolik order.
Suppose now that p,q are f.u.f.s and that f(q) = P
„ „ COfor some f e co.
Def 4*41 We say q P if for no a e q ia
jf‘"^[n] n a I < co for all n. This ordering is due to 
M.E.Rudin in [14].
(57)
Slf We say q > p if the canonical embedding
4.^  , CD
e ;o) /p  ^oj /q is such that e[w^ /p] is an initial 
segment of co / q. This definition is due to Blass 
in [2].
The chain of implication is:-
1 2p> P "^1 2s> B P q p; none ®f the
reverse implications hold. Most of the proofs and 
counterexamples, are trivial. First here is a 
criterion for q p.
Lemma 4*43 Suppose f(q)= p. Then q o> P iff wheneverXo
h e c^o is such that |h[f"^[n]]| < co for all n.
there is a c q, |h[f"^[nj n a][ = 1 for all n.
CO
Proof Suppose e[w^ /p] is an initial segment of
CO
co"^ /q. Let h be a function satisfying the condition
of the Lemma. Define f ' so that f'|f ^[n] is
constant with value greater than max[h[f ^[n]] j.
^  CO ^  ^  ^  CO
Then f  e e[w^ /p], and f ' > h . So h e e[co'^  /p],
and so there is h* e h ,  h'|f ^[n] is constant for
all n. So if we let a = [m: h(m) = h'(m)j, a e p
and h[f~1[nj n a]' = 1 for all n.
Conversely, suppose the condition holds.
^  ^  CO
Let h~ < g~ € e[co"^  /p]. Then we can assume h(n) ^  g(n)
for all n. But | g[f”''[n] ] | = 1 for all n, ao
lh[f“^[n]]|< CO for all n.
Let a be the set such that |h[f ^[n] n a]| =1 for
all n. Define h' so that h'|f“^[n] is constant
-1 (58)
with, the same value as hj f [n] n a.
Then h' e h", and h'~ g e[co+^ /p].
CO
So e[cü /p] is an initial segment of cu"^ /q 
Using this we can shew: —
Theorem 4*44 p~ q~ implies p q.
Proof Let q = s[X,p], where X is made discrete >y 
ia^: n e coj. Then f(q) = p, where f[ap] = {nj.
Suppose h is a function such that |h[ap]| < co 
for all n. Then for all n, there is h^ c Xp, 
hn Ç an, such that |h[hn]| = 1.
If v/e let h = U hp > {u: h e Xp Î = co e p,neco "
So h G q. By the lemma, p <^g q.
The only hard part in the chain of implication 
is to shew that the converse of theorem 4"44 does
nat hold. Proofs are in [2] and [14].
\7e will now consider the minimal elements in
these four orderings. It is not hard to shew that:
1 ) À <„.,-minimal ultrafilter is Ramsey.
2) A <^g-minimal ultrafilter is a p-point.
In [13] M.E.Rudin asked the following two quest-
ions;-
1) Is there a <g,p-minimal ultrafilter that is
(59)
not a p-point?
2) If the answer to 1 ) is yes, is there an
ultrafilter that is not in the closure of any
countable discrete set, hut is in the closure of 
some countable set?
Kunen found examples for both these conjectures, 
assuming the Continuum Hypothesis. His results are 
announced in [10]. They are;-
1) There is a f.u.f. p, not a p-point, such 
that p is not in the closure of any countable set,
2) There is a countable subset X of H , such 
that if X E X, X is not in the closure of any 
countable discrete set, yet x e X - 1x1.
An answer to question 1 ) would be found by
exhibiting an ultrafilter that is <^^-minimal but
not -minimal. Rudin and Blass both construct an hCr
ultrafilter that is <^p-minimal. but not <^g-minimal.
Here we construct, assuming the C.H., an ultrafilter
that is <To~minimal but not < -minimal,
lo
Theorem 4-45 (C.H.) There is an ultrafilter q, not
a p-point, such that for no p e R' is co /p
embeddable as a proper initial segment of /q.
CO
Proof Let f be any function such that |f ^[n]| = w 
for all n. Let the filter Fq be generated by:
- a: |a n f~^[n]| < w for all n] u n e co]
(60)
Then if q extends Pq q is not a p-point.
Enumerate c^u as <f : a < 0J±> • For each a  we will
^ensure that q contains cuts so that co /f.(q). is not 
embeddable as a proper initial segment of co /q.
Def Let H = [h e |h[f "*[n]]| < cj for all n}.
Def If h,j 6 H, a concatenation of h and j is a
function k e H such that for all n,m
k(n) = k(m) iff h(n) = h(m) and j(n) = j(m).
(i.e. k is a finer function than both h and j ).
Def If L = [hp : n E CO j c H, a concatenation of L
- 1  r Tis a function k e H such that if i,j e  f [nj,
k(i) = k(j) iff hm(i) = h^  ( j ) for all m  ^n.
(i.Oc for each n, k is finer than hp on ^U^f ^[m],
which is a set in . )
Induction Assumption
Por every a we will define d , h^, and
P^ such that;-
1) P^ is a proper filter generated by
Po u [d^ : p < a] u U[j^: p < a],
2) h^ E H, and if p < a, there is m e co, h^ is
finer than h^ on ^y^f [n].
3) If 0 ^ g, Ja S  ^  ^ ^p^ ther^ is
n e. CO, for all n n, then if h~^  [m] n a ^ 0, then
[m] c a.
Stage 0 We have constructed Po. Let do = co, ho = f.
Jq — 0 •
 g > Q Let p be generated by P a n d  let
/ 3 < a  p
^ ~ P^a^P* h be a concatenation of [h^s p < a].
Relabel [d^ : p < a] aa [Op: n e coi, and assume without
loss of generality that e» 3 e . for all n,
' - n+1
Let Ap — |m; jf^[h [m] n Cp ] j = co]* 
Let n e„.
Cuse 1 Por aome n. P u  |f^^[n]j has the f.i.p. Let 
d =L f ^[n], J = J, h = h. The induction hypothesis
Ot OC OC OL
still holds.
Case 2 P u [Sp: n e coj still, hua the f.i.p. Then we
can find a set d so that f Id is one-to-one,a a’ a
- 1  r 1and d^ n Op n h |_mj is infinite for m e Ap.
Let J = J, h = h. The induction hypothesis stilla a
holds.
Case 3 Neither case 1 nor case 2 hold.
So for some n e co, Bp cannot be added to P.
Certainly d^ = Op n C^(Bp) is already in P.
V'/ithout loss of generality we can assume that
I f^[h”'* [m] ] I < CO for all m.
Let k be a concatenation of f and h. Define ha a
as follows
k is finer than f .a
So if k'’[n] n [m] 4 ÿ, k"’'[n] ç
Let 1 be a function such that:
|l[*~^[n]]| = n  for all n.
If k [m] n 6p n f^^  [n] is infinite, then
|l[k ^[m] n Gp ] I = n and 1 [r] n k~^ [m] n 6p is either
void or infinite.
Row let h^ he the concatenation of k and 1.
Let = 1(0 - a: 3m|h^[k ^[n] n a] ] < m for all nj u J.
Claim 1 P (J [d^ i u UJ^ has the f.i.p.
Proof Say co - a is such that |h^[k [n] n a] | < 
for all n. Let n e co, and let h e J.
Case 1 did not occur. Hence we can find m* > m, 
so that Cp n f~^[m'] n k ^[n] is infinite, for aome 
n' so that k  ^[n^  c h. Then certainly
|h^[k*’^ [n'] n èp n f^^[m'] n (w - a)]|  ^m' - m. Certainly
h n Cp n d^ n (co - a) :j: 0.
It is easy to check that the induction hypothesis
is still true.
Pinal ly, let q he an ultrafilter extending 
/3<co^ /3* Firstly q is not a p-point. Let g e c^o.
g = f for some g.“ g
.w
Claim 2 co /f_,(q) is not embeddable as a proper
^ CO
initial segment of /q.
Proof Suppose Case 1 occured. Then f^(q) is not 
a f.u.f.
Suppose Case 2 occured. Then f^ is one-to-one on
O) (53)
 ^ c^( 9.' 80 oj /f (q) is isomorphic to
co"^ /q.
Suppose Case 3 occured, 1 is a function such that 
[u-]]| < CO for all n, yet for no a e q is 
ll[f„ [n] n a]| =1 for all n.
.CO
By Lemma 4*43, co /f (q) is not embeddable as an
%
initial segment of co /q. 
q is <jg-minimal but not <g^-minimal.
Remark 4*46 q has only one constellation in its 
top sky, so q is an example of a rare ultrafilter 
that is not a p-point.
Remark 4-47 Though co"^ /^q has noi proper initial
segment that is an ultrapower, it has as initial 
segment that 'is a limit ultrapower.
CO
viz CO /qjc, where G is the filter generated by 
leq(h) : h € h 1
This is an example of an elementary substructure
of an ultrapower that is not an ultrapower, as
promised in 4*2.
So far we have classified ultrafilters by their 
topological properties and by their sky and constell­
ation sets. The question now arises: how complete
is this classification?
Firstly note that neither collection of properties
(6U)
is sufficient by itself to categorize all the
properties of ultrafilters. In [14] an example is 
given of two ultrafilters with the same sky and 
constellation configuration yet with different topol­
ogical properties, and in [15] it is shewn that
any two p-points have the same topological properties,
though one may be rare and the other not.
Problem If p and q are f.u.f. s with isomorphic
sky and constellation sets and with an auto-homeo-
morphism of mapping p to q, (so that p and q
have the same topological properties), find a property
0 possessed by p- but not by q.
Of course, we wish to exclude the cases when 0
is of the form ’*a e p” for some a c w* So we
require that 0 is invariant under permutations, that
is, if 0(p) holds, and tt is a permutation of the
integers, 0(w(p)) holds.
The simplest case is to find some permutation
invariant property possessed by some but not all 
Ramsey ultrafilters, I have not been successful in
looking for such a property. In fact, I would
conjecture that:
1) There is a model of Z.P.C. + C.H. in which
every Ramsey ultrafilter has the same permutation
invariant properties.
2) There is a model of Z.F.C. + C.H. in which
the following holds: whenever p and q are f.u.f.. s
(65)
with isomorphic sky and constellation sets and with 
an auto-homeomorphism of N mapping p to q then 
P and q possess the same permutation invariant 
properties.
Remark It cannot he true that in every model of
Z.P.C. + C.H. every Ramsey ultrafilter has the same
permutation invariant properties, for if V = L, there 
is a definable well-ordering of the subsets of cu
which can be used to define a Ramsey ultrafilter
P<4. So if we take 0 to be ”p is isomorphic to
Po”, some but not all Ramsey ultrafilters possess
this property.
Me can find a property shared by some but not 
all Ramsey ultrafilters if we assume Martin's Axiom 
+ 2""" >Ki.
Def 4*51 If P is a partially ordered set, we say
D c P ia dense iff Vx e P, 3y e D, y < x.
Def 4'52 If x,y e P, we say x and y are compatible
if there is z e P, z  ^x and z ^ y.
Martin's Axiom is the following statement:—
4*53 Whenever P is a partially ordered set, and
S is a collection of dense subsets of P, and
|p| < 2 ^ , and [s] < 2 and every set of mutually
incompatible elements is at worst countable, then 
there is a set G c P such that every two, members
of G are compatible and G n D 4= 0 For every D e S.
(66)
We abbreviate this to M.A. The set G found is
said to be generic for 8/
It can be shewn that C.H. implies M.A. , yet it
is consistent that M.A. and 2 °> . See [16]
Def 4*54 For q a f.u.f., we say q is Super-Ramsev 
if it is Ramsey and whenever 8 ç q, | S | <
there is a e q, | a - b | < o j  for all b e 8.
Theorem 4*55
1) M.A. implies there are Super-Ramsey ultrafilters.
2) M.A. + 2 ^  > implies that there are Ramsey 
ultrafilters that are not Super-Ramsey.
Proof 1 ) is due to Booth [3]. It follows from the 
next lemma by using the construction of 2*69.
Lemma 4*56 M.A. implies that if F is a non-prin-
cipal filter generated by fc < 2 sets, then there
ia an infinite acco, |a-b| <co for all b e F.
Proof of 2) Suppose 2  ^= X . Let <a^^ a < oj^ >
be a sequence of sets such that
i) |a^ - a^ l < 0) for a > p.
2) |a^ , - a^ l = œ for a > p.
We will construct a Ramsey ultrafilter p such
that a € P' for all a < o)^ , yet for no a e p,
I a - a I < CÜ for all a < cu^.'
Enumerate as <f/pî ^ p < X>.
(67)
For every ^ p < X we will add a set d^
such that is one-to-one or constant on d^, and
if e is a member of the filter generated by
[d^; p < xj, then |e - a^ | = cu for some a < cUj^. '
Certainly |e - a^ | = w for all 6  ^a.
For convenience let d^ = a for p < co^ »'
Suppose we have found d for all y < p, p >
Let |y9|= /c < 2 •' Let F be generated by y < p].
Let [e^ ; y < k ] be a base for F; we can assume
that this base is closed under finite intersection.
Induction Assumption For every y there is g <
Consider f . First we try to make t^ constant on
Case 1 For some n e o), for all y there is g,
|e n f%^[n] - a I = w. Then let d = f ''[n],
‘ y /3 g' p p
Case 2 Case 1 did not occur. We will make f/3
one - to - one on d^.
Claim For all y there is g < such that
Proof Fix y. Suppose the claim does not hold at
y. So jf^IOy - a^]| < o) for all g <
Let = in: |f^^[n] n (e^ - a^) | = Then is
finite for all g, and as cx > P implies that
I , (68)
• y  ~ ®/3* a > fi Implies d A„.
ÿ ijc
So for some g , must remain fixed for g  ^g .
Case 1 did not hold. So for all n e co, there is
Yn, so that for all g,
'®yn - a^l < CO. .Let e =
Then |e n f" [n] - a^ | < co for all n e A^*, all a.
Hence |e n e - a | < w for all a, contradicting they g
induction hypothesis for e n e .
Define a partially ordered set P as follows:
The elements of P are of the fc^ rm <s,t>, where
s = « % , %>,♦,.<n|^ ,mL>>; for f^(nj ) = nij, 1  ^ j ^ i,
and nj = iff uj = m^, 1  ^j,k  ^ i.
t is a finite subset of /c.
We say <s*,t'> ^ <s,t> iff
1) s* extends s.
2) t* includes t.
3) if <s*,t*> ^ <s,t>, then for every y e t  there
is <n,m> e s* - s, n e e - a^ ♦
1 . ^ yNow, |P| = /c < X#
<s,t> and <s',t*> are compatible if s = s', and ao 
every set of mutually incompatible elements is at
worst countable.
Let A = [<s,t>: y e tj for all y < /c. 
Let Bn = {<s,t>: |s|  ^nj for all n e w.'
By the claim, each A and Bn is dense. So let 
G be a generic set meeting them.
Let dto = In: for some <e,t> e G, n e  dom(s)j
(69)
Then is an infinite set, as G meets every
Bn •
If <n,m> e s where <s,t> e G, and <n',m> e s’ where 
<s*,t’> € G, then as <s,t> and <s’,t*> are compatible, 
n ’ = n. So f^jd^ is one-to-one.
Also G meets every A . Hence for every y and 
every n d^ will contain at least n members of
Go |d^ n - a I = o).
The filter generated by P u [d^ j is proper and 
obeys the induction hypothesis.
Finally let q be generated by [d^ s ^ < Xj. 
q Is a Ramsey ultrafilter that is not Super-Ramsey.
(70)
Chapter 5 Ultrafiltera without 
the Continuum Hypothesis.
1.
. Classification of ultrafilters becomes very diff­
icult when the C.H. is no longer assumed. The
special sorts of ultrafilters discussed previously 
do not necessarily exist in all models, of set 
theory. F(or example;
Theorem 5*11 (Kunen, unpublished)
If M is a model of Z.F.C. obtained by adding 
random reals to 1, there is no Ramsey ultrafilter.
But we noted in 4*5 that M.A. implies that there
are Ramsey ultrafilters.
In fact, in his thesis [2], Blass even conject­
ured that it is consistent with Z.F.C. that there 
are no special sorts of ultrafilter at all; that 
is, for every permutation invariant formula $ there 
is a model of Z.F.C, in which either every f.u.f.
possesses this property or no f.u.f. posses this
property. We produce a counterexample to this 
conjecture. Firstly we need a result of Kunen [10].
Theorem 5*12 There is an ultrafilter which is not
generated by less than 2 ° sets. (Though it is
consistent with Z.P.C. that 2 * > %% and there is
an ultrafilter generated by sets.)
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Recall that if q is a f.ù.f., 
qxq = [a Ç ojx^ : {n: {m:<m,n> € aj e qj € qj. This is 
then a non-principal ultrafilter over a)X<x).
Our sentence 0 is:-
0(p) iff ’’there is an ultrafilter generated by 
less than 2 sets and p is one such or else
every ultrafilter is generated by at least 2^^ sets
and p is isomorphic to an ultrafilter of the form 
qxq, for some f.u.f. q.”
Theorem 5*15 0 is permutation invariant and some 
but not all f.u.f. s have property 0.
Proof The only non-trivial part is to shew that 
if no ultrafilter is generated by less than 2 *
sets then there is an ultrafilter p not isomorphic 
to qxq for some q. We assume that no ultrafilter
is generated by less than 2^ *^  sets and construct
p by induction.
Enumerate the bisections from oj to cuxoj as
tK.
<f^; a < 2 *’>. For every cx < 2 ® we will construct 
a filter F^ such that f^(F^) cannot be extended 
to qxq for any f.u.f. q.
Induction Hypothesis:- 
1 ) a > ^ 2
2) F is generated by at most |a| + w sets.
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Suppose we have constructed for all p < a.
Let P he generated by F is generated by
at most |a| oj seta.
Let G = f^(p). Let and denote the project­
ions of cDXco onto the first and second co-ordinates
respectively.
Case 1 Por some 1, if we let a =. [ij x oj, then
G u [aj has the f.i.p. Suppose qxq extends G u {a}.
Then [mî <m,n> e aj = (ij € q. q is principal. Let
P^ be generated by [f~^  [b] : b € G u  fa}}. P^ is still 
generated by |a| + cu sets*
Case 2 For some j, if we let a = w x [jj, then 
G u [aj still has the f.i.p. Suppose qxq extends 
G u la}. Then [n: jm; <m,n> e aj e q} = {jj e q. So q 
is principal. Let F^ be generated by [f^^[b]: b e G 
U la}}. F^ is still generated by |a| + co sets.
Case 5 Neither case 1 nor case 2 occur.
So neither (G) nor (G) can be extended to a 
principal ultrafilter. But ^^(g ) is generated by less 
than 2^° sets, and so cannot be an ultrafilter.
Let ai c w be such that both (g ) u [ai} and 
Wi (g ) u Iw - a^} possess the f.i.p.
The filter generated by Wi(G) u [ai} is still 
generated by less than 2 sets, so let ag c a^
(73),
be such that both iTj, (G )  u |agi and v (^g) u {a^  -  Sg j
possess the f.i.p,
Bs-iterate this process to obtain a sequence of 
sets a^  3 Bg D ... D d ... such that (g) u la^ j
and tt^ Cg ) u 1 a^ - a^^^ } possess the f.i.p., for every 
n. Let b = {<m,n>; m | Sni*
Let G ’ be generated by G u [b ! u [a^, x cuî n e ouî.
Claim 1 G' is a proper filter*
Proof Let a x cu, ...a x  co be a finite subset of
la^  X w: n 6 cui.
Take r > max[n^ ,.. .n^  ]. Then apxojc.a xco, 1 ^ j  ^i,
Let c = w X [s; s > rj. Then c e G already, as caae
2 did not occur.
Let d e G. We shew that d n b n (a^  x co) 0.
7Ti(G) u [a^ - a^^^l possesses the f.i.p. So
G u l(a^ - a^^^) X co! possesses the f.i.p. In partic­
ular, d n c n (a^ - a^^^) x co 0
Let <m,n> e d n c n (a^ "^r+1  ^^
Then n > r as <ra,n> € c. m  ^^r+1 ^  ^^r’
Certainly m  ^a^.
So <m,n> € b n d n Op X CO.
Claim 2 G* cannot be extended to an ultrafilter 
of the form qxq, for q a f.u.f.
Proof Suppose not. Let qxq d G’. Certainly
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(G') c 7Ti (qxq) = q.
In particular a^  e q for every n.
Hence {m: <m,n> e G^ ^^ (^b)} = a^  e q for every n.
In: {m: <m,n> e G^^('b)) e qj = cü € q.
c^oxco^ ^^   ^ contradicting the fact that b e qxq.
Let be generated by [f“^[d]: d e G'J. P^ is
generated by |g| + w + 1 = |g| + w acts*
Finally let p extend ulF^: a < 2^®j. p is
never isomorphic to qxq, for q a f.u.f.
Remark 5*14 As noted in 3*2 the property of having 
P as a ^p>-predecessor is a topological invariant. 
Also an ultraf liter is generated by less than 2'
*
sets iff in N it has a neighbourhood base of
power less than 2"^*^. This is also a topologically 
invariant property;
So if we define by:-
$'(p) iff "there is a point of N* with a
neighbourhood base of power less than 2 and p
*
is one such or else no point of N has a
neighbourhood base of power less than 2 and p
has a >-predecessor Isomorphic to qxq, for some Hr
q E N*”.
Then a modification of Theorem 3*13 will shew 
that some but not all ultrafilters have the property 
0*, and that is a topologically invariant
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property.
Remark, 5*15 These properties $ and 0* are not very
natural, or significant, and it is doubtful whether
they can be used for some interesting classification
of ultrafilters.
As mentioned at the beginning of Chapter h, if
the C.H. holds, and CT is a countable model with
a countable language, and p is a f.u.f., C^/P is
saturated.
This is not necessarily true if the C.H. is no
longer assumed. Let us consider the order type of
OJ‘"/p.
Def 5*21 An order type S is said to be an n^-set 
if whenever A,B c S, 0  ^ |a |,|b | < X  , and A < B,
(that is, if a e A and b e B a < b) then there is 
c € S, A < c < B.
?7^ -sets are ^^-saturated order types. If X and Y 
are r^ -^sets of cardinality they are isomorphic.
As all f.u.f.s are X,-good, the order type of
CÜ
CO /p is w + (w + where rj is an %^-set,
Let the order type of (W^ /p be denoted by 
w + (w* + co)V-g* First note that if 2^® > X,
does not necessarily follow that 77^  is not a
it
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every f.Uif p). In fact.
Theorem 5*22 M.A. implies that there is a f.Uif;
p such that n is a 77 -set, where 2^^ = JV .
P 'a a
Remark 5*23 Solovay, Silver and Rucker (unpublished) 
have proved a stronger result, that MjA. implies 
that there is an ultrafilter p such that for every 
countable model CX. with a countable language, C^/P
is saturated. The proof of this result i%^ by a
generalization of the proof of 5"22; we will give 
a sketch proof of 5*22,
Proof We will consider all the possible pairs
<A,B> inoü^p such that A < B, Vi/e construct p- by 
induction; suppose at stage y we have a filter
I 1generated by S, |S| < 2 , and have to consider the
y—  pair <A,B>,
Define a partially ordered set P by: 
an element of P is of the form <r,s,u,v> where 
r is a function from a finite subset of cu to oj,
S € 8^ ( 8 ), u e S^(A), V € S^(B).
We say <r*,s',u',v'> <rjS,UjV> whenever
1) r * extends r, s* d a, u* d u , v * d v .
2) If <n,m> 6 r’ - r, then n e d for all d e a,
f(n) < m for all f e u ,  m < g(n) for all g e V;
Then P has no uncountable set of mutually
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incomparable elements, and | P| < 2^®.
Define dense sets aa follows:
^  = l<r,8,u,v>: b 6 sj for each b e S,
= |<r,s,u,v>: f e uj for each f~ e A.
Cg = |<r,s,u,v>: g e vj for each g~ e B,
= [<r,s,u,v>: I r I > n] for each n e w .
Let G be a generic set meeting them all. Define 
a partial, function h by
h(n) = m iff 3<r,s,u,v> € G, <n,m> e r.
Let d = dom(h). Then we can add d to the filter,
and if q is a f.u.f. extending it, in co^ /q,
A < h < B.
Ill
We now introduce the notion of a scale.
Def 5" 31 If f,g e c^o, we write f g iff there
is k E w, for all n  ^k, f(n) > g(n), is a
partial order, and a Scale is a subset S of o^o,
cofinal in under >^, (i.e. for all g e there
is f € S, f g> g), which is totally ordered by
If the C.H. holds, it is easy to construct a 
scale. But they do not necessarily exist. In fact, 
it has been pointed out by various people (nowhere 




1 ) There is no scale.
2) There is a scale of cardinality less than
3) There is a scale of cardinality 2^ .
M.A. implies 3)? which will he shewn later.
Def 5*52 For S an ordered set, the Upward Cofinal- 
of S is the least cardinal of a set S' c S 
such that Vx e S, 3y € S', x < y.
The downward cofinalitv of S is the least
cardinal, of a set S' ç S such that
V x  € S, 3y € S', y < X.
Then obviously, if there is a scale of cardinal­
ity /c, for any f.u.f. p;, the upward cofinality
of 77p is /c. Also,
Theorem 5*53 If there is a scale of cardinality
/c, and q has a least sky, then the downward
cofinality of 77^  ^ is also /c.
Proof If f is in the bottom sky of q, f(q) is 
a p-point. Without loss of generality, we can 
assume that q itself is a p-point. So for every 
g € c^ü, we can assume that g is finite-to-one.
Firstly suppose that S c | s|  < fc. We can
find which "inverts the axes", that is
f g iff f{g) g> ^(f). Find h e so that
h g> ^(f) for every f c S. We can re-invert the
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axes, finding a function h* that is non-decreasing 
and f g> h' for all f e S.
So the set [f ; f e sj is hounded below in oj^ /q. - oj»
Conversely, let the scale be S. Invert the axes
by ijf to find S' = ^[s], then for any non-decreasing
function h, there is g e S', h g. So the downw­
ard cofinality of 77^  is precisely /c.
Ifi [2], Blass uses the following hypothesis as 
a substitute for C.H.
Def 5*3U FRH(oj) iff "Any filter generated by less
y(.
than 2  ^ sets is contained in a filter generated 
by at most “K q sets."
FRH(cu) is. equivalent to;
If F is a non-principal, filter generated by less 
Ko
than 2 sets, then there is an infinite a c w,
|a - b| < (X) for all b e F.
It was stated in Chapter 4 that M.A. implies 
FRH(oj). We now shew:-
Theorem 5*35 FRH(oj) implies that there is a scale
Ko
of cardinality 2
Proof This follows from the following lemma by 
induction up to K
Lemma FRH(cu) implies that if S c |8 | < 2 there
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is f G o^j, f > g for ail g g S.
Proof Without loss of generality we can assume that
every g g S is non decreasing. Let <8^ : n e w>
partition oj into infinite sets.
For each g g S define a c oj sa that
g -
o = jm G a^i : m  ^the g(n)~ member of !.
Then |a^ n a^ | = w for all n.
Let F be the filter generated by 
[C^(an); n G wi u g g S]. F is a proper non-prin—
cipal filter generated by less than 2 ® sets,
Uae PRH(oj) to find a set a c w, |a-b| <o;
all b G F. I a - G^(an)| < cu for all n, and a is
infinite, [n; a n a^  = T is infinite. Enumerate
T aa In^: i g coi. Define f as follows:-
If ru < n ^ n^^^, f(n) = m, where if r is the
first member of a n a , r is the m-^ member of
^i+1
Claim For g g S, f
Proof I a - a | < w. Take io so. great that
a - a c U. an. This is possible. Then if n > io, 
2 - n<lg
< n  ^n^^^, and f(n) = 
a is certainly in a n a
-0
say n. 3  m, the m—  member of
n.1+1 . . ®  . " i + 1
Hence f(n) = > gCn^^^) > g(n). This proves the
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Claim and the lemma.
We can obtain cofinal subsets of if we have
rare filters.
Theorem 5*56 If there is a rare filter generated 
by S, 151 = /c, then there is a cofinal subset of 
(under ^>) of power /c.
Proof For each b € S, define f^ by
P^(rJ = the n+1—  member of b. Suppose f e With­
out loss of generality we can assume that f is 
strictly increasing.
Define a partition of co by a^ = |m: f(n-1 ) < m  ^
f(n)j. Then as 8 generates a rare filter, there 
is b e S, |b n &n|  ^1 for all n.
Then certainly the n ^  member of b is greater 
than f(n-l). So. f^(n) > f(n) for all n.
Corollary 5*57 If there is a rare filter generated 
by sets, there is a scale of cardinality 7\,.
là
Now we connect scales with other properties of 
ultrafilters.
Def 5*41 Abbreviate the hypothesis "there is a scale
T(q
of cardinality 2 " to C. Sm_
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C.S. Is quite a powerful hypothesis.
Theorem 5*42 C.S. implies that no ultrafilter is 
generated by less than 2 sets.
Proof Let P be a filter generated by S, where
S is closed under finite intersections and |s| < 2^*.
For a c w, a infinite, define f^ e by, 
thf^{n) = the n—  member of a&
Then we can use C.S.- to find f c f f^
for every a e S.
We define two sequences <&p ; n e cj> and <bn ; n € w> 
of finite sets as follows;-
Let = I the first f(l) members of cu. !
If we have defined a^,...an, let ja^  ^ u ... u a^  | = m 
and let r ~ max{a^ u U a^  j.
'Then let bp = [i: r < i  ^f(m+l)i if this is non- 
-empty, and bp = [r+1Î otherwise.
If we have defined b^ ,^ •. #bp, let jb^  u • u bp | = m 
and let r = max[bj_ u ... U bpi.
Then let a^^ = {i: r < i  ^f(m+l)j if this is 
non-empty, and let a^^^ = ir+1j otherwise.
Let a = ^y^ap, and b = ^y^bp. Then a u b = w. ,
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Suppose a G F. Then for some c g S, q d c . Certainly
fa(n) < Tor all n.
But by the construction of a, for infinitely many 
iil's, the (m+1 ) ~  member of a occurs after f(m+l).
80 f^(m+1) > f(m+l). This contradicts the fact that
T g> a I P and by similar arguments b | F.
F is therefore not an ultrafilter.
Theorem 5*43 C.S, implies that there are p-points.
Proof Enumerate oj as <T^« a < 2 *>. At each step, a
we will add a set a so that f is either const-
oc a
ant or finite-to-one on a .^ The filter generated 
at stage a is F^.
Stage 0 Let Fq = Fr.
Stage a Suppose we have constructed F^ for all 
/3 < a. Let F be generated by
T(
F has less than 2 ° generators, so let them be S. 
Assume that 8 is closed under finite intersection.
Case 1 For some n g o), f^^[n] u G has the f.i.p. Let
Case 2 Otherwise. %en for all b g S,
[n; b n f“"* [n] 4 is infinite. For each b g S, def­
ine g^ as follows;
If b n fQ^[n] = 4>, then g^(n) = 0.
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If r is the first element of f^^  [n] n h, and 
r is the m—^ element of fa^[n], then g^(n) = m.
Here we have |s|  < 2^ ^^ functions. Let f e he 
such that f g> for all h e S.
Define c oj to he such that a^ n f~^ [n] = [the 
first f(n) members of f”^[n]j.
Then |a n f ^[n]| < oj for all n, so f_|a^ isLt uc cx UC
finite—to-one. We shew b n a^ 4 ^ for all b e S.
Fix b. Let k be so great that m ^ k implies 
f(m) > gy(m). For some n  ^k, b n  f^^ [n] 4 Then
if r e b n f^^[n], r is among the first g^(n) 
elements of f^^[n], so it is certainly among the
first f(n) elements of f” [n]. r € b n a^ . Let F^-1
be generated by F u [a^ j.
Finally let q be generated by U[F^: a < 2^^ j. By 
our construction, q is a p-point.
Conclusion
This chapter has been a very incomplete exposition 
of the properties of ultrafilters without using the 
C.H. Let us list some of the questions that have 
been raised implicitly.
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1 ) Does 2  ^ > Xy imply there is a f.u.f, p such
y/
that ?7 is not a 77 -set, where 2 * =?< ? In P 'a OL
particular, does M.A. imply this?
2) If there is a scale, and p does not have 
a bottom sky, what is the downward cofinality of
V
3) If there is no scale, can one find f.u.f; s 
p and q so that the. upmard eof inalitios. of 77^  and
Ç are different?
- y.
k) Does C.S. imply FRH(w) ?
(86)
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